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BELGRADE CITY BREAK 
 
'Come to a city where you will feel at home.' Belgrade is now firmly back where it belongs, at 
the heart of Europe. Fortunately, the sole evidence now of its many conquerors and former 
despots is in its architecture. Name a style from the 17th century or from the 20th century, 
and it will be there. 
Why? Because Belgrade offers you the chance to explore a battered but spirited Balkan 
capital, where modern nightlife and busy shopping malls combine with a fascinating history to 
ensure there is never a dull moment for visitors. 
When? Whenever you decide, Belgrade will be ready for. You just have to be ready for 
Belgrade. Specific night lifestyle is something that makes Belgrade East Europe clubbing 
capital. In spring everything is blooming in Belgrade. In summer you can experience Belgrade 
life on two rivers and one lake. In autumn, when everybody is back from summer vacations, 
club life is heating up. There are no better parties in this part of the world for the New Year 
holidays, than in Belgrade. 
Who? A holiday in Belgrade will suit those seeking a city break with a difference. Those who 
choose to travel to Belgrade are generally seeking more than just shopping and sightseeing, 
but wish to soak up the soul of this city, which has endured so much and emerged with a 
welcoming smile. 
 
BELGRADE PROGRAM  
Day 1.  Arrival, transfer to hotel, accommodation. Spend an afternoon getting to know 
Belgrade downtown. Walk along Knez Mihailova street, pass over Terazije square and continue 
to King’s Milan street and you will see most of architectural styles in Belgrade, some important 
buildings and a lot of fashion boutiques. Have a nice dinner in Skadarlija (Belgrade’s 
Montparnasse). Enjoy your dinner while Tamburica orchestra is playing just for you and your 
company. After dinner find some of Belgrade hot spots and enjoy dancing till dawn. 
Day 2.  You can, either spend a day exploring interesting Belgrade surroundings, or walk 
to Kalemegdan Park and Belgrade fortress and have lunch in Kalamegdan terrace restaurant 
with a beautiful view on Danube River. In the afternoon you can walk along Sava and Danube 
River and have a bear or coffee on some of famous river restaurants and cafés. Most of those 
club restaurants transform in the evening in hot, exciting clubs with different types of 
entertainment, from folk, turbo folk (mixture of local folk and disco music) to disco, techno, 
house sound etc. Most of people in these clubs start coming after midnight and stay even after 
dawn. 
Day 3.  Don’t miss the opportunity to spend some time and money in some of brand 
name boutiques in Belgrade down town. If you have time before your flight leaves, have a 
lunch in Strahinjića Bana street (so called Belgrade silicon valley). Some of the best Belgrade 
restaurants and cake shops are there. 
Transfer to the airport and departure. 
 
Once you come in Belgrade and experience the way of life, you get addicted and keep coming 
back. 
 


